
MSA extends TradeForms™ e-Business solution to 
enable their Supply and Demand chain 
 
MSA Australia Limited is part of the world’s largest manufacturer of personal safety 
equipment, with 130 employees and $60 Million turnover locally. After examining the 
different strategies available to increase efficiency through e-commerce technology, XML 
Yes was selected to provide an XML based B2B trading solution. 
  
MSA have over 400 suppliers ranging from small to very large partners. They also have a 
wide range of over 1,200 distributors and customers that span the spectrum of small to 
large companies. Some partners had B2B e-commerce capability, most did not. 
 
Greg Doyle, MSA’s e-Business Manager states “ Firstly, we used the XML Yes 
TradeRoute middleware solution to establish reliable B2B electronic processes with our 
larger partners and e-Marketplaces that were e-Business enabled. Then we turned our 
attention to how TradeForms could help us trade electronically with our smaller trading 
partners, both customers and suppliers, that had no means to carry out e-Business 
transactions.”  
 
“ The main operational cost savings were identified in this area.“ he continued. “ Servicing 
the transaction volumes from these SME trading partners was very manual and costly. We 
wanted an integrated solution that would deliver meaningful benefits to our trading partners  
so that they would stop sending us phone and fax orders. The key was to make it a win-win 
situation for them, otherwise they’d continue to use the fax.” 
 

 
 

“WH AT W E LIKED ABOUT TR ADEFORMS W AS THAT I T W AS SOPHISTIC ATED ,   
FLEXIBLE ,  DIRECT-CONNECT TECHNOLOGY TH AT W AS BETTER TH AN F AX ,  

EM AIL ,  WEBSITES AND B2B HUBS W ITH TR ANS AC TION FEES .”  

CUSTOMER  
MSA Australia 

 
NEEDS  

A business to business 
method of trading that 

satisfied all partners 
while eliminating data 

errors and costly paper 
based practices 

 
 

PROBLEM  
Trading partners had no 

existing capability to 
participate in MSA’s B2B 

initiatives 

MSA operational costs 
were high due to manual 

processing  

Customer service was 
reactive, not proactive 

SOLUTION  
TradeForms™ allows 

MSA’s distributors and 
suppliers to exchange B2B 

transactions and 
messages in a direct-
connect, secure and 

integrated manner  

 
BENEFITS  

MSA costs are 
dramatically reduced by 

35% while service 
satisfaction levels of 

customers and suppliers 
increase 

Controllable errors in 
supply chain are 

eliminated 

MSA can offer proactive 
service to customers as 
staff no longer manually 

key in orders 

 

For further information 
contact: 

XML Yes Pty Ltd 

Phone: +61 2 9810 0088 

Email:  sales@xmlyes.com 

Website:  
www.xmlyes.com 

 

Case study 
TRANSACTION BASED B2B E-COMMERCE SOLUTION 

 
 MSA had previously attempted e-commerce via a web site strategy that failed. Greg says,    
“ We found that asking companies to use our web site for transactions didn’t work for many 
reasons. Backwards integration was an issue but mainly they just didn’t use it because it 
required them to change the way they worked. We came to see that the website model was 
fundamentally flawed because no-one wants to manually log onto many websites to do 
business and then have to re-key into their own system as well.” 
 
“ What we liked about the TradeForms solution was that it was sophisticated, flexible, direct-
connect  technology that was better than fax, email, websites and B2B hubs with transaction 
fees. It also cleverly compliments our extensive web-based catalogue so we get the best of 
both worlds, a powerful transaction solution that also leverages the best aspects of our 
website. Our pricelists are distributed via TradeForms, are tailored for each customer and 
are easily kept current. The customer completes the order using the TradeForms client and 
the data is integrated into their system as well as ours.” 
 

Greg Doyle also wears the hat of Systems Accountant for MSA and carried out detailed 
cost analysis of their business practices compared to life after XML Yes. 
 
“ I was surprised at the significant savings TradeForms has delivered to the company.” 
Greg says.  “After a close look, and after considering only the tangible effects such as 
operational costs and controllable error elimination, I found TradeForms saves us 35% on 
those related operational costs. Another added benefit is that our customer service staff 
can now focus on offering proactive service instead of repetitive data entry tasks. Our 
executive management is pretty happy about that, and so are our customers.” 
 
“ Our trading partners are also pleased that we can deliver better and more timely 
information to them such as pricing, ASN and Backorder status. So customer service is up, 
costs are down and we are easier to do business with, which was the main goal in the first 
place.” 

“… I  FOUND TR ADEFORMS SAVES US 35%   
ON THOSE REL ATED OPER ATION AL COSTS .”  

 
 


